In the late 1960s, Yutaka Katayama, President of Nissan, recognized the need for an affordable sports car and encouraged the creation of the Datsun 240Z. With its launch in 1969, a true automotive dynasty had begun. The Z continued to develop through the 1970s, with the 260Z and 280Z both being met with adulation for their engineering and contemporary design.

In 1984 the Z was redesigned from the ground up. This produced the 300ZX which saw the Z series evolve into a modern sport car for the 1990s. This model also marked the start of a new milestone for the Z series with the launch of the multiple award winning Nissan 350Z. The latest Nissan 370Z draws upon this rich heritage, while unashamedly being a car of today. An opportunity for everyone to experience the true joy of sports car driving.
PASSION WITHOUT A REDLINE

The Nissan 370Z Coupe has been passionately designed and engineered to provide an extraordinary driving experience for the sports car enthusiast. The Nissan 370Z features an aggressive front bumper and grille, stylish LED daytime running lights and 19" forged alloy wheels by RAYS® framing the bold red brake calipers. As you will discover the Nissan 370Z delivers the ultimate expression of the Nissan philosophy: innovation that excites.

Eau Rouge Red Coupe shown.
The Nissan 370Z gives you a choice of either a 6-speed close-ratio manual or a 7-speed automatic transmission with Manual Mode (M-Mode). SynchroRev Match technology for manual transmission automatically controls and adjusts engine speed when changing gears, allowing you to focus more on braking and steering, improving the vehicle's balance and smoothness. Naturally, for manual drivers who prefer less vehicle intervention, the system can be deactivated.

The 7-speed automatic also offers the benefit of Downshift Rev Matching to smooth out gear changes. By selecting M-Mode, you can take full control and drive the car like a manual. No matter which transmission style you choose, you will enjoy razor-sharp responsiveness.

The Nissan 370Z is built on a platform that enhances handling, ride comfort and overall safety while reducing vibration and harshness. The double wishbone aluminium-alloy multi-link front suspension and independent multi-link aluminium-alloy rear suspension will have you gliding effortlessly around curves. As you apply pressure to the accelerator coming out of a corner, the Viscous Limited Slip Differential will ensure the rear wheels use the power wisely and the Nissan Sports Braking System to help keep you in total control. Meanwhile, the speed-sensitive hydraulic power steering alters the feel of the steering dependent upon your speed. All elements of design, construction and technology work in harmony to deliver an extraordinary driving experience.

The stylish leather-accented sports seats are designed to hold you snugly as you take the curves. The touchscreen satellite navigation system makes getting to your destination easy. Active Noise Cancellation and Active Sound Enhancement on the Coupe models removes unwanted noise, allowing for the Bose® audio system to provide you a clean, rich sound. From the moment you get in, you can tell — the 370Z interior has been custom-tailored to give you the drive of your life.

\*Leather accented features and upholstery may contain synthetic material.
INNOVATION THAT LOOKS OUT FOR YOU

**MONITOR**
Smart technologies that are designed to help monitor conditions. Like a standard rear view camera with Predictive Path Technology that helps you notice what’s directly behind the vehicle - or what you might have missed - for added peace of mind.

**RESPOND**
Whether you need to hit the brakes hard or manoeuvre around an unexpected obstacle, these standard technologies help you respond to a potentially harmful situation.
- **Vehicle Dynamic Control** helps you maintain your steered path.
- **Traction Control System** helps reduce wheel spin in low-traction situations.
- **Anti-lock Braking System** helps you maintain steering control around obstacles under heavy braking, while preventing the brakes from locking.
- **Electronic Brake force Distribution** sends extra force to the rear brakes when you have additional weight of a passenger or cargo in the back.
- **Brake Assist** helps apply maximum braking force if it detects hard braking and senses you are in an emergency situation.

**PROTECT**
When a collision is unavoidable, the Nissan Zone Body construction helps absorb the impact while the advanced seat belt and airbag systems help protect all occupants.
Nissan Advanced Airbag System comes with dual-stage supplemental front airbags with seat belt and occupant-classification sensors. Dual front, dual side and dual curtain SRS airbags will protect the driver and passenger in the case of a front or side impact.

6 STANDARD AIRBAGS
370Z

Powertrain options
- 3.7L 24-valve V6 petrol engine
- Optional 7-speed automatic transmission with manual shift mode and Downshift Rev Matching

Standard features
- 19" forged alloy wheels by RAYS®
- Smoked headlights and taillights
- Front under body and rear spoilers (Coupe only)
- Automatic xenon headlights with auto levelling and washers
- LED daytime running lights and taillights
- Heated, electric folding, body coloured door mirrors
- Dual chrome exhaust pipes
- Z badge indicator lights
- Intelligent Key® with push button engine start
- Cruise control
- HDD satellite navigation with 3D mapping
- 7" integrated colour touch screen
- Rear view camera with Predictive Path Technology
- Nissan Sports Brakes with red calipers

- iPod® functionality via USB connection and touch screen
- Bluetooth® hands-free phone
- Bluetooth® audio streaming
- AM/FM/CD/MP3/AUX audio system
- 8-speaker Bose® audio system including 2 subwoofers
- 9.3GB music box hard drive
- Climate control air conditioning
- Heated, leather-accented sports seats with non-slip cloth insert®
- Active Noise Cancellation and Active Sound Enhancement (Coupe only)
- Traction Control System
- Vehicle Dynamic Control
- 6 airbags
- 4-way power-adjustable driver seat with 4-way manual height adjustment and lumbar support
- Leather-accented steering wheel®

*Leather-accented features and upholstery may contain synthetic material. *iPod is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.
CHOOSE YOUR COLOUR

- Eau Rouge Red
- Cherry Red

- Brilliant Silver
- Diamond Black
- Shiro White

- Gun Metallic
- Chicane Yellow
- GT Blue

In some cases, the printed colours may vary from the actual paint colours. *Premium paint available at extra cost.

CHOOSE YOUR TRIM

- Coupe seat trim: sports black leather accent trim with non-slip cloth insert.

Minor trim variations may occur from time to time. *Leather accent features and upholstery may contain synthetic material.

A complete ownership experience to help you get the most out of your Nissan. It includes the following:

NISSAN CAPPED PRICE SERVICE
All Nissan vehicles first registered from 1 January 2018 are eligible for Nissan Capped Price Service. As part of this servicing program, we've capped the maximum price you'll pay for the first six services according to your vehicle's service schedule.

5 YEAR/UNLIMITED WARRANTY
Receive assurance with a 5 year/unlimited warranty.*

5 YEARS ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
No matter where you're planning to journey, you'll have the peace of mind of knowing that if you lock your keys in the car, have a flat tyre or battery, or run out of fuel, we'll help get you back on the road at no charge†.

NISSAN GENUINE ACCESSORIES
Your Nissan Dealer can show you a variety of Nissan Genuine Accessories to protect, enhance and personalise your Nissan 370Z.

FACTORY-TRAINED TECHNICIANS
Using dedicated diagnostic equipment and Nissan Genuine Parts they'll keep your vehicle in top condition.

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Choose from a range of finance options at very competitive rates and terms, as well as various insurance solutions to protect you and your vehicle.

Ask your Nissan Dealer to explain exactly what items are covered in each Scheduled Service. Apply for up to 6 years/120,000km (whichever occurs first). Some exclusions apply. Ask your Nissan Dealer or visit nissan.com.au/service to find out what items are covered. New Vehicle Warranty expires 60 months from date of first registration. Conditions apply. See nissan.com.au for more details. NT10. Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. Terms and conditions apply, please visit nissan.com.au/roadsideassistance.
ACCESSORISE YOUR NISSAN 370Z

CUSTOMISE YOUR NISSAN 370Z TO PERFECTLY SUIT YOUR LIFESTYLE WITH A RANGE OF NISSAN GENUINE ACCESSORIES.

WHY CHOOSE GENUINE?

By fitting Nissan Genuine Accessories you can rest easy knowing our high-quality standards ensure the perfect fit, increased safety and reliability, allowing you to future-proof your Nissan. Your Nissan vehicle is an important investment so don’t compromise – insist on Nissan Genuine Accessories.

TO VIEW THE FULL RANGE OF NISSAN GENUINE ACCESSORIES VISIT: nissan.com.au/370ZAccessories

SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINE

- VQ37VHR - 3.7L DOHC 24-valve V6
- Power - 245 kW @ 7,000 rpm
- Torque - 363 Nm @ 5,200 rpm
- Sequential multi-point electronic fuel injection
- Continuously variable valve Timing Control System
- Nissan Direct Ignition System

DRIVETRAIN

- Rear-wheel drive
- 6-speed manual transmission
- SynchroRev Match (on/off switch)
- Traction control
- Manual mode
- Paddle shifters
- Downhill Rev Match
- Limited Slip Differential

BRAKES

- Disc brakes front and rear
- Power-assisted ventilated
- Front brake diameter (mm) 355 x 32
- Rear brake diameter (mm) 350 x 20
- Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
- Electronic Brake force Distribution
- Brake assist

SUSPENSION/STEERING

- Double wishbone multi-link front suspension
- Independent multi-link rear suspension
- Stabilisers and strut bars
- Vehicle speed-sensitive hydraulic power steering

DRIVER ASSIST

- 360° Birds Eye View
- Front and rear parking sensors

FINANCIAL SERVICES

- ALL NEW VEHICLES AVAILABLE WITH NO DEPOSIT FINANCE FROM 3.5% APR

For more information please visit nissan.com.au or ask your Nissan Dealer or phone 1800 035 035 during normal AEST business hours.
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† Figures tested in accordance with ADR81/02 (combined test). Figures stated for the purposes of comparison amongst vehicles only. Actual fuel consumption depends on factors such as traffic conditions, vehicle condition, how you drive and any accessories fitted.
Nissan Intelligent Mobility guides everything we do. At Nissan, we use new technologies to transform cars from mere transportation. Together the journey is more confident, connected, and exciting. Whether it is cars that share the task of driving or highways that charge your EV as you go along, it’s all in the very near future. And it’s a future already taking shape in the Nissan you drive today.